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Investigation of the Nature of Enhancements 
Observed in \p Effective Mass Spectra 

A mechanism of formation of the enhancements discover 
ed in the Ap effective mass spectra has been proposed. In 
the frame of a model, developed with this end in view, 
the peak near the origin of the spectrum is due to the ne
gative Ap scattering length effect. The peaks at 
2127 MeV/c2 and 2257 MeV/c2 most probably are due to Ap 
elastic resonances.The enhancement at 2184 MeV/c 2 is exp
lained as a kinematical effect arising in two-step I-hy
peron creation and IA-conversion processes. The elastic 
Ap scattering effective cross sections, computed using 
the best fit parameters, are in satisfactory agreement 
with the measured ones in the relative momentum interval 
P\ =(0.1-2.0) GeV/c. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Investigation of the Ap effective mass spectra (per
formed at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR) in 
collisions of 4.0 GeVjc momentum negative pions and 
neutrons of 7.0 GeVjc average momentum with carbon 
nuclei 12c , have led to the discovery of peaks n·ear 
the sum of the A -hyperon and proton masses, 2127, 
2257 MeVjc 2 , and an en~ncement at an average mass 
value of - 2184 MeVjc 2 /I • 

Some of these enhancements were also observed in a 
series of experiments performed with deuterium-filled 
bubble chambers exposed to ~--meson beams of pK= 
= (0. -1.65) GeVjc momenta 21 and in proton-proton 
collisions at (2.40 - 2.85) GeV, i.e., at energies ~ot 
very far from the threshold of the (ApK +)final state 73 

• 

The first three peaks reveal a remarkable constancy 
of their positions and width irrespective of the collision 
energy, the nature of the projectile and that of the target. 
The details and the discussion can be found in the review 
article I 11. 

From the analysis of these experiments one can con
clude that the enhancements are observed in those reactions 
in which the created I, A-hyperons have a good chance 
to interact with nucleons in the final states formed. 

This conclusion suggests that the peaks observed in 
the Ap effective mass spectra should be due to enhance
ments in the hyperon-nucleon interaction effective cross 
sections I 11. 
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In order to check this hypothesis, a model was develop
ed which, first of all, satisfactorily describes the experi
mental inclusive 1\p effective mass spectrum from the 
interactions of 7.0 GeVjc average momentum neutrons 
with carbon nuclei with one .\-hyperon, one and two 
protons and other particles in the final states. 

Secondly, the best fit parameters obtained in the .\p 
effective mass spectrum fit enabled us to compute the 
Ap elastic scattering effective cross section as a func
tion of the incident \-hyperon momentum from the 
interval PA =(0.1 - 2.0) GeVjc in the proton rest system 
in satisfactory agreement with the directly measured 

aAe (pA) cross section. 

These results permitted us to perform the simulta
neous Ap effective mass spectrum and \p elastic 
scattering effective cross section for the p .\ = (0. r -
- 2.0) GeVjc interval least-square fit. 

The average polarization of \ -hyperons presumed to 
be daughters of \p systems within the limits of errors 
is zero. 

The experiment has been performed with the aid of 
the 55 em JINR propane bubble chamber. The details 
concerning the experiment have been given in previous 
publications /I/. It is worth mentioning, that one could 
identify the protons only in the momentum range 0.150 ..::p .::_ 
< 1.0 GeVjc and :\ -hyperons with momenta p P> 
-, 0.150 GeVjc. .\ 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

The model proposed is based on impulse approximation, 
which is valid in our case firstly because the neutron energy 
considerably exceeds the nucleon binding energy in the 
carbon nucleus and secondly because we consider only 
the low mass part (2053.859 - 2553.859) MeVjc 2 (or 
the relative momentum interval p .\= 0. - 2.0 GeVjc) 
of the whole \p effective mass spectrum which extends 
in this experiment up to -4800 MeVjc 2 • 
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The neutron-carbon 1 2 C nucleus interaction in this 
approximation is considered as an interaction of the in
cident neutron with one of the nucleons forming a Fermi 
gas of nucleons with the momentum distribution coinciding 
with that measured in the experiment / 5/. 

Let us consider the most importan reactions of inter
action of incident neutrons with moving nucleons leading 
to the final states Ap + (anything), App + (anything). 

2.1. Nuclear Cascade Processes 

One can easily imagine nuclear cascade processes, 
initiated by an incident neutron, and terminating in these 
final states. 

Let, for instance, in the first stage the incident neutron 
creates on a moving nucleon a A -hyperon. The hyperon 
leaves the nucleus not interacting with protons. In the 
second stage one of the accompanying particles ( n , rr , 
K ) creates a proton in a collision with another moving 
nucleon. This secondary proton can leave the nucleus 
either with or without subsequent interaction with nucleons 
and can be identified in propane if its momentum satis
fies the condition 0.15< p P < 1.0 GeVjc. By analogy, one 
can imagine a nuclear cascade process in which, instead 
of A, a I -hyperon is created which can decay inside 
or even outside the nucleus into a pair of A-hyperon 
and y -quantum. 

Of course, the hyperon can be created in the second 
stage by one of the secondaries coming from the first 
stage which does not contain A -hyperon. 

But the most important peculiarity of the above-con
sidered nuclear cascade processes is a very low proba
bility of the interaction of a A -hyperon either directly 
produced or resulting in the decay of a I 0 -hyperon with 
a proton emitted in another stage of the nuclear cascade 
process. This probability is much lower than that of 
interaction of the same A -hyperon with a proton of the 
nucleus. 

The last circumstance stipulates much more feeble 
correlations between the A -hyperons and protons created 
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in nuclear cascade processes in comparison with the 
correlations arising in the below considered Ap -• i\p , 
}.N • ;\p two-body reactions. 

As far as at the present time it is impossible to 
compute exactly hadronic effective cross sections, we 
always use all the available experimental information on 
production and interactions of strange particles in ele
mentary acts. 

This is admissible inasmuch as the impulse appro
ximation is. Accordingly we treat the totality of 1\ -
hyperons produced in propane (i) on free and quasi-free 
protons (the total final state electric charge Q , 1), 
(ii) on neutrons ( (~ - 0) and (iii) in nuclei ( Q ,_ 1), 
the events of all three classes not containing protons of 
momenta 0.15' P r 1.0 GeVjc identical with the totality 
of \-hyperons created in carbon nuclei but which have 
not suffered subsequent intranuclear interactions. In a 
part of events created on quasi-free protons and neutrons, 
as well as in nuclei, the .\-hyperons could be produced 
in the second stage, i.e., by particles, produced in the 
first stage. The number of /\-hyperons of all three classes 
in our experiment is equal to 1311. This sample contains 
also /\-hyperons from the 69 ~" ... Ay decays. As nuclear 
cascade protons, the proton from the events contributing 
to the experimental /\p effective mass spectrum have 
been taken. 

Having the models of samples of the nuclear cascade 
A -hyperons and protons, one can easily obtain the corres
ponding Ap effective mass spectrum of lambdas and 
protons, which have never interacted with each other, 
computing and histogramming effective masses of each 
Ap pair <ll (MAp). Th~ propability of this nuclear cascade 
background in the (M,~P, MA.; 1

> mass interval is equal 
to 

dJ (M \ ) 
· i 1_P __ 

cpi,i+l(MA ) = -nm-;;- ) 

P ~ ¢. (MAp ._. I 
i= 1 

(1) 
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2.2. Hyperon-Nucleon Interactions 

A part of the A- and ~-hyperons, created in a carbon 
12c nucleus can interact with its s-and p-shell nucleons, 
providing in this way the final states with lambdas and 
protons. 

The highest limit of the Ap experimental effective 
mass spectrum MAax = 2553.859 MeVjc 2 has been 
chosen in order to en~ure relatively low statistical fluc
tuations in the distant part of the spectrum. 

The corresponding A-hyperon momentum in the pro
ton rest system is equal to PA= 2.0 GeVjc. 

Therefore one should model the most important intra
nuclear hyperon-nucleon interaction processes in the 
incident A -hyperon momentum interval p A= (0. 
- 2.0) GeVjc, the detection of the corresponding events 
in the propane bubble chamber taking into account its 
geometrical form and dimensions, the beam geometry, 
as well as accounting for the kinematical restrictions. 

The elastic Ap scattering effective cross section 
dominates in the p A= (0. - 2.0) GeVjc interval. The next 

+ 
~0N ... Ap two-are the cross sections of Ap -. ~0 p; 

body processes I 4/, 
The thresholds of inelastic processes Ap .... Ap rr o , 

Ap .... Aprr+rr-, etc., are situated at Ap effective mass 
values higher than the average mass of the last peak at 
-2257 MeVjc 2 , and the corresponding effective cross 
sections are up to MA;x so small that the accounting 
for them would result in corrections which are within 
the experimental errors. 

Therefore we have limited ourselves considering only 
the following two-body processes: Ap .... Ap; Ap _, ~

0

p, 
+ 
~0N -> Ap. 

These processes have been modelled, colliding the 
mentioned 1311 A - and 69 ~o -hyperons with moving 
nucleons. 

(i) A -hyperon-proton elastic scattering is assumed 
to proceed via resonant and nonresonant or potential 
scattering channels. 
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to 
The effective cross section is assumed to be equal 

afP<MA_P )=a 1 <MA_P) +a2 (MA_P)+ a 3 <MAp)+a
4

(MA_P) (2) 

neglecting the interference terms and using the isolated 
resonance approximation. 

Here 

(M' ) = 2 

al Ap ( 1 L.k2<MA' ))2 + k <MAp) -;-+2 p 

4r 

(3) 

accounts for the low energy Ap scattering assuming in 
singlet and triplet states equal scattering parameters, 
i.e., as= ar =a, rs = rt = r . In order to describe the 
peaks at 2127 and 2257 MeVjc 2 , two Breit-Wigner terms 
for elastic scattering Ap resonances have been intro
duced 161 

a2 3(MA_ ) 
' p 

2 2 
477(2JA + l)M Jl I' x2 

p _2....;_,_3 __ 

2 2 ,2)2 2 2 
p* (2J A+ 1)(2J + U<M Il -MAp + MR2 :[ ] 

p 2, 3 ' 

(4) 

where K =ire , 

r = < p* 2f + 1 --) r 
p~ R 

2, 3 2,3 

Taking J = e = o , one has 

2 2 2 
rrx MR rR 

a 2,3 <M_Ap) = ____ _jJ!~ 
p*2 (M'2-M2 )2 +M2 ['2 *2 

R 2, 3 Ap R 2,3 R~3 R.1,3 p 

(5) 
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where 

p*2=_l_I(M'2-M2 -M2)2-4M2M21' 
4M' 2 Ap A P A P 

Ap 

(6) 

p*2 =-l_-I(M2 -M2-M2)2 -4M2M21. 
R2 3 4M 2 R 2 3 A P A P 

' R ' 
2,3 

(7) 

Let us now turn to the potential Ap scattering. As the 
corresponding matrix element varies with the relative 
momentum or the effective mass M ;\ much slower 
than the resonance matrix elements do~ it seems reason
able to assume the potential scattering effective cross 
section to be proportional to the Ap phase space volume. 

a4 <MA) = 11R
2
R2<MAp). 

77p * , ) --
R2(MAp - MAp 

(8) 

(9) 

Here p* is given by the formula (6), and R is an 
average range of the Ap interaction forces. 

The probability of detection of intranuclear scattering 
events occurred in the bubble chamber volume whose 
effxctivX masses contribute to the Ap spectrum bin 
<M. P, M. P ) , at finite mass resolution, is expressed 

I 1+ l 
as 

W i,i+\M ) 
ef Ap 

MAp MA + 3~1 
i+ l p 

= N 0 I I dMA ( I V'l 1 <M,\ )J(M,\ )e 
et. A p p p 

Mi P MAp- 3~1 

(MAp-MAl 

2~1 
dM' + Ap 
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MAp+ 3!\2 

+ J w2<MA. )J<MA. )e 
M - 3!\ P p 

Ap 2 

MAp+ 3!\3 

+ f w3<MA )J<MA_ )e 
M - 3!\ p p 

Ap 3 

MAp 
i + 1 

, r (MAp-MAp 

2&} dMA.P + 

(MAp-MAf 

2f12 
3 dMA_P ) + 

+ f w <M: )J<M: )dM ,~ I. 
A 4 Hp Hp Hp 

Ml\P 

(10) 

Here wm <MA. ) , m = 1,2,3,4 are the normalized to one 
effective cro~s section contributions 

Mmax 
Ap 

w I 2 3(MA ) = ai 2 3(MA ) ( f af...e <MA )dM}. )-I 
•• p '' p p p p 

eim 
MAp 

MA+MP 

e -I 
w <M~ )=a CM~ )( f a: <M~ )dM~·) , 

4 Hp 4 Hp M M 1\P Hp Hp 
A+' P 

(11) 

Nee is the normalization factor equal to the reciprocal 
of the quantity V~eV where s corresponds to the MA + M = 

= 2053.859 MeVjc2 and f to the accepted limitiifg 
value M~m = 3553.859 MeVjc 2 which results in Nee 
about 1% l'arger than for the kinematical limit; !\ I = 

=3.00 MeVjc 2 ; !\ 2 = 4.25 MeVjc 2 ; !\ 3 = 6.40 MeVjc 2 

are the standard deviations of the resolution function in 
the domains of the peaks; J(MA_R) is the flux-factor 
with the account for the probability of detection of the 
A -intranuclear proton elastic scattering events as a func
tion of the effective mass MA_P of colliding particles. 

The last integrand in formula (10) is a slowly vary
ing function and thereby do not need for Gaussian convo
lution. 
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(ii) The probability of the occurrence and detection 
in the chamber of a sequence, the intanuclear Ap ... ~0p 

conversion and ~o ... Ay decay processes as a function 
of the final st~te A MA.p effective mass values contribut
ing to the <Mi P, Mi/1 ) histigramm bin with the finite 
effective mass resolution taken into account, is expressed 
as 

Ap 
M. l MA +3!\3 

(M -M' }
2 

--~P Ap 
i,i +I I+ p 

W A~A <MAp)= NA~A !A~ Ap f J A~lMAp > e 

. M A - 3!\ 

2!\2 
2 rlMA.r· 

(12) I 1\p 3 

Here N A~A is the normalizing factor; ,J A~A <M A ) is 
the probability of the occurrence and detection Pin the 
chamber volume of a sequence of processes Ap ... ~0p , 
~0 

... Ay as a function of the effective mass M A of 
the final state proton and A-hyperon. r 

+ (iii) By analogy, for the last intranuclear processes 
~oN ... Ap one has 

Ap 
Mi + l 

i 'i + I (M ) = N f 
W~i\ Ap ~A Ap 

M 

3. RESULTS 

MAp+ 3;\ 3 

dMAp f J~i\(M1\J e 
M -3A 

Ap 3 

, 2 
(M -M\ ) 
A~ 

-- 2 
2
A3 dMAp • 

(13) 

If the total number of Ap combinations in the experi
mental effective mass spectrum is N 0 , the predicted 
number of events contributing to <M~P ,M0P 

1
) bin is 

I I+ 
read as 

Th i,i+l i,i+l 
N .. <M~ >=N IAVI e (MA >+B\\A~~ <M~ ) + 

I, I+ l Hp 0 e p ..:.,J\ Hp 

i, i + 1 i,i+l 
+ CW ~A (MAp) + D¢ <MAp >I . (14) 
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The best fit parameters a , r , M R 2 , f' R 2 , M R3 , 

l' R 3 , :A, B, C , D, R for the minimum of the 
functional 

exp Th 2 
k (N 0 0 + 1 - N o 0 + 1 > 2 1,1 1,1 

X =I-------+ 2a<l- Q> (15) 
n i=1 exp 

N 0 0 

1 1,1+ 

with a constraint imposed on the contributions 

Q=A+B+C+D =1 (16) 

have been found. 
Here N f.xf + 1 is the hXight of the column of the 

in <M i P, M ~t 1 ) bin, a is the experimental histogram 
Lagrange multiplier 0 

In order to ensure the minimal number of events in 
a bin to be no less than twenty, we had to combine 
several 5 MeVjc 2 bins in the distant part of the effec
tive mass spectrum. 

Thus, instead of 50 bins, 10 MeVjc 2 each, we have 
k = 45 unequal bins. So the number of degrees of freedom 
is n = 34. 

The simplest model (only the intranuclear cascade 
processes are important) does not fit the experiment 
giving x ~(' 121.6. 

The resulting histogram of the complete model fit 
is shown in the upper part of fig. 1 by open circles. 
The best fit parameters in the second column of table 1 
are presented ( MAp - fit). Of course, the obtained 
high confidence level itself cannot serve as a proof of 
correctness of the model. For this purpose one needs 
an independent check and proof. With this end in view, 
using the best fit parameters and (2)-(9) formulae, the 
Ap elastic scattering effective cross sections have been 
computed and averaged over the momentum intervals 
accepted in the experiments / 4

/. 
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Fig.1.a) The Ap effective mass spectrum from 1115 Ap 
and 617 App inclusive final states. The open circles 
represent the histogram fitted to the experimental one. 

b) The components of average polarization of A -
hyperons presumed to be daughters of Ap -systems. 
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Table I. The results of fitting 

(MJIJ' + e-¢p )-fit 

(t1AI't6'~-fit 
for isotrooic c,o,s, 

M,.., -fit distributions over 
cos e,~A , cos e":z: ' r 
cosGL, 

x.t -~ .1 :t 
I /'1 ):;t, =34.39 ;t$;= 59.69 A',-s= 59.57 

C.L. U;) 44.92 31.56 31.92 

a ( fm) -2.30.:!:. 0.35 -2.39 .:!:. 0.04 -2.38 .:!:. 0.05 

j? (fm) 4.73 .:!:. 0.50 4.87 .:!:. 0.05 4.82 .:!:. 0.06 
M2(1AeV/c2) 2126.30.:!:. 1.66 2127.00 .:!: 3.38 2127.60.:!: 2.29 
T2(MeV/c2) 3.78.:!:. 0.92 3.76 .:!:. 0.96 3.94 .:!: 1.00 
M3(MeV/c2) 2256.40.:!:. 3.12 2256.90.:!:. 1.33 2256.80.:!;. 2.86 
13(MeV/c2 ) 15.97 .:!:. 4.40 15.55 .:!:. 4.20 17.05.:!: 4.55 

A< II r~"r) 0.332.:!:. o.oo8 0.336 .:!: 0.005 0.345 .:!: 0,018 
1!(/\ j=> ~ ljJ) 0.117.:!: 0.005 0.109.:!: 0.003 0.099 .:!:. 0.021 
ccr:ll ) 0,081 .:!:. 0,004 0.083 .:!: 0.004 ·0.083 .:!: 0.023 
D(i.c.b.)*) 0.469.:!:. 0,004 0.471 .:!: 0.005 0.471 .:!:. 0.026 

R(fm) 0,659 .:!:. 0.020 0.664 .:!: 0.015 0.666 .:!: 0.025 

M) i.c.b. - intranuclear cascade background 

These results are shown in fig. 2 by open circles and 
agree with the directly measured Ap elastic scattering 
cross section at 12% confidence level. 

The negative low energy Ap scattering length mani
fests itself as the peak near the Ap threshold of the 
effective mass spectrum (fig. 1) and as the decreasing 
part of the elastic scattering cross section in the low 
energy region (fig. 2). 

The resonance Ap scattering manifests itself in the 
effective mass spectrum as two peaks at 2127 and 
2257 MeVjc 2 mass values and as irregularities of the 
averaged Ap elastic scattering effective cross section 
in the A -hyperon relative momentum intervals (0.6 -
- 0.7) GeVjc and (1.0- 1.2) GeVjc (fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. The average Ap elastic scatteringeffectivecross 
sections in the A -hyperon relative momentum interval 
p A = (0.1 - 2.0) GeV jc. The crosses are due to the direct 
measurements of the average cross sections I 4/. The 
open circles represent the predicted average cross sec
tions due to the fit to the effective mass spectrum only. 
The blackened circles refer to the results of the same 
kind due to the simultaneous fit to the Ap effective 
mass spectrum and effective cross sections. 
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The reasonable value of the obtained potential scattering 
parameter R permits one to describe correctly the high 
energy part of the Ap -scattering cross section. 

Thus, one can state that the model describes correctly 
in broad outline the results if Ap enhancement production 
and formation experime·nts, and particularly the 
elastic scattering effective cross section in the A-hy-
peron relative momentum interval P A= (0.1-2.0> GeVjc. 

These results encouraged us to perform a simulta
neous fit of the Ap effective mass spectrum and elastic 
scattering effective cross section. 

In this case the minimum of the functional 

k (N exp Th 2 
x2=~- i,i+l-Nii+l> 

n ~ --- ' i=l --- -- + 
N~~P 

1,1+ 1 

f (a exp (p ) _a Th(p ) ) 2 
Ap A Ap A i 

+ 2 
j=l (~a~; (p A))~ 

has been searched for. 

+ 2a<1- Q) 

(17) 

The total number of points becomes now equal to 68 
( k = 45, e = 23) and the number of degrees of freedom 
at 11 parameters is equal to n = 55. 

The results of this simultaneous fit are shown in 
figs. 2 an1 3 by black points and in the third column of 
table 1 ((a.:\ + M A )-fit). 

The coirtponentsP of the black-point histogram due to all 
the above-considered processes are presented by the 
corresponding histograms · in fig. 3. It is clearly seen 
that the three resonance peaks are backed by the back
ground composed of four components. These are the 
contributions due to the Ap potential scattering, A2 -
and 2A conversion and intranuclear cascade processes. 

The 2184 MeVjc 2 enhancement is due to the 2A
conversion process. The computed and measured Ap 

, elastic scattering effective cross sections agree at 27% 
confidence level. 
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Fig. 3. Results of the simultaneous fit to the Ap effec
tive mass sPectrum and elastic scattering effective cross 
sections. The summary histogram (blackened circles) and 
the contributing histograms corresponding to various 
processes are shown. 
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As mentioned above, the model uses the experimental 
c.m.s. angular distributions oftwo-body Ap .... Ap , :\p .... 2:,"p 
and 2:N .... Ap processes measured with rather large 
errors. 

Then a quite natural question arises how the final 
results would change if these angular distributions were 
substantially changed. 

Remembering that the only quantities depending on 
the~ are the J(M A ) , J A2:A(MA ) and J 2:A (MA ) 
functions, we havep changed the measured c.m.s. angu¥ar 
distributions for the isotropic ones. The results of the fit 
performed now for the isotropic c.m.s. angular distri
butions coincide with the old ones within the limits of 
errors. 

This result should be expected for the following 
reasons. 

Firts, due to the low efficiency for the detection of 
fast A -hyperons and protons, the bubble chamber selects 
events of like configurations in laboratory system irre
spective of the initial c.m.s. angular distribution. 

Thus, the effective c.m.s. angular distributions select
ed from both initial distributions, the measured forward
peaked and the isotropic ones, should not differ substan
tially from each other. 

Then one should expect only negligible difference in the 
functions J(M'Ap), JA2:A(MJ\p) and J2:_A(Mi_P) 
computed for these two different c.m.s. angular distribu
tions. 

Indeed, these expectations are very well supported by 
the comparison. 

Second, the Gaussian convolutions and integrations 
over the histogram bins performed in formulae (10), (11) 
and (13), smooth over the differences still more. 

More generally, the probabilities (10), (12) and (13) 
strongly depend on rapidly varying effective cross sec
tions (11) and on Gaussian functions and only very weakly
on c.m.s. angular distributions. 

Thus, the differences of the results of two fits wear 
off as one can see when comparing the third and fourth 
columns of table 1. 
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Table ~Investigation of the necessity of accounting 
for various processes 

Without accounting for the 

Low energy 1\ p scatterin~ 

resonances at 212? MeV/c2 and 
2257 MeV/c2 

resonance at 2257 MeV/c2 

resonance at 212? MeV/c2 

potential scattering 

"r -conversion 

rA -conversion 

intranuclear cascade 

1 its-, = 584.2 

l~ = 87.5 

J. ;r.,1 = 82.0 
'Y:L 

/'-.>1 = 68.9 

X.! = 144.6 

y.t 
/VS6 = 79.8 

fi}6 = 68.8 

.,x~6 = 86.3 

Confidence 
level (%) 

0,9 

1,6 

12.0 

1.9 

10.0 

0,5 

In order to investigate the necessity of accounting for 
the processes considered, a simultaneous (u

1
\_e +- M A -

fit with "turned off" various processes has beeft perfotmed. 
The results are presented in table 2. 

The first peak, which is due to the low energy Ap 
scattering with the negative scattering length, is quite 
necessary. 

This result is stipulated by six histogram bins of the 
Ap effective mass spectrum and thirteen measured values 
of the Ap elastic scattering effective cross section. 

The necessity of negative sign of the Ap scattering 
length is proved by starting the fitting procedure at a 
positive scattering length value. The minimum is reached 
only at negative sign values as is seen in fig. 4. When the 
error of the positive starting scattering length is set very 
small, the x; decreases tending to saturation at about 
300 and r == 10 fm (the upper part of fig. 4). But for 
larger errors, the scattering length suddently changes the 
sign to the negative one and reaches the minimum of 
xis== 60. at reasonable values of a and r (the lower 
part of fig. 4). 
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on the sign of the low 

It is obvious that the confidence levels for the third 
and especially for the second narrow peaks would be 
much higher than it follows from table 2 if the measure
ments of the effective cross sections and their averaging 
over much narrower momentum intervals were performed. 
Also, a higher number of effective mass bins would be 
desirable in the vicinity of these peaks, especially of 
the second peak. 

This can be clearly seen in fig. 5 where the predicted 
by the model and the measured Ap elastic scattering 
average effective cross sections are presented. 

The peak at 2257 MeVjc 2 most probably is due to 
the Ap resonance of this mass. At present we do not 
see any alternative for this peak. The model predicts 
th~ resonance to be formed with effective cross section 
a ;\p (1120) = 5.61 mb. 

The situation with the peak at 2127 MeVjc 2 is more 
complicated mainly because it is situated very near 
the I.N threshold. This means that besides the Ap re
sonance in the pure elastic scattering channel one should 
take into account the influence of coupling effects of the 
Ap ~ Ap and I.N ~ Ap channels. 

The second cause has not been considered in this work 
because the corresponding analysis would need for several 
tens of bins in an interval of about 40 MeVjc 2 in the 
region of this peak. Experiments of other types seem to 
be more fruitful, especially those studying with high 
precision the behaviour of the Ap cross section in the 
vicinity of IN threshold. 

1 
Note that an attempt/?, has been made to explain 

this peak as a kinemati~al effecJ due to the two-step pro-
cess for the reaction K d .... Ap11 , namely · 
K-d -+ (IN) 11 - followed by I.N ... Ap. 

This two-step model has been calculated using the 
deuteron wave function and the experimental differential 
and total cross sections of the intermediate reaction 
K-N .... I 6

11- • For the second step a constant !A-con
version matrix element has been assumed, i.e., the cross 
section has been assumed to be proportional to the phase 
space divided by incoming flux. 
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Fig. 5. The predicted by our model unaveraged Ap 
elastic scattering effective cross section as a junction 
of the A -hyperon relative momentum in the interval 
PA = (0.1 - 2.0) GeVjc. The best fit parameters used 
are the same as for the computed average cross sections 
(blackened circles in fig. 2). But the cross sections now 
have not been averaged over the momentum intervals 
accepted in the direct experiments, the results of which, 
average cross sections, are presented by crosses. The 
horizontal bars of crosses represent the momentum 
intervals over which the averaging is made. 
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The model predicts, indeed a peak slowly moving to 
higher masses with an increase of the incident K -meson 
momentum. 

Its positions are at mass values somewhat higher 
that the experimental one and also the width do not agree 
with the observed widths. 

We have repeated these calculations for the K d and 
n 

12C interactions. The K-d calculations differ from 
those referred to above in the use of corresponding expe
rimental differential and total cross sections in the se
cond stage also. The calculations have been performed 
for K -meson momenta p K- = 0 and p K _ = (1.45 -
- 1.65)GeVjc. 

The 12 C _. (LN) + (anything) and lN -> Ap two-
step reaction probability coincides with the above cal
culated conversion probability W~A (M

1
\ ) (see formula 

(13)). p 

All three histograms in 2 MeVjc 2 bins are present
ed in fig. 6. 

One can see that the peak is both moving towards 
higher masses and broadening faster than in 171. 

0 

As said above, we identify the 2184 MeVjc ~ enhan-
cement with the kinematical peak due to the };A-con-
version (figs. 3 and 6). 

Hence the possibility of the kinematical origin of the 
2127 MeVjc 2 peak is completely ruled out. Moreover, 
the "shoulder" at 2138 MeVjc ~observed in the Ap ef
fective mass spectrum in the K-d -> Api7- reaction ini
tiated by stopping K- -mesons I 21 may be well due 
to the same kinematic effect as is seen in figs. 3 and 6. 

Thus, the 2127 MeVjc 2 peak should be considered 
as a Ap elastic resonance originating from the Ap re
sonance scattering and the coupling effects of the Ap .... Ap 
and LN-. Ap channels. The contribution of the second 
effect could not be determined in this experiment. 

The results obtained and the precision of this expe
riment justify main approximations made. The resonance 
format~on effective cross section predicted by our model 
is aA (620) = 12.86 mb. 

We have neglected all interference terms in formula 
(2). 
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Fig. 6. The Ap effective mass spectrum Provocated by the 
two-step 2 -hyperon creation and 2A conversion pro
cesses. 
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The neglect of the terms arising from the interferen
ce of the two resonance amplitudes with each other and 
each of them with the potential and low energy scattering 
amplitudes is justified for narrow resonances as in our 
case. 

In their turn, the amplitudes of the potential and low 
energy scattering, which vary in opposite ways, give 
also a negligible interference term. By all the enume
rated reasons the use of isolated resonance approximation 
and formula (2) is justified /9 1

, 

Finally, as the conversion reaction Ap 4 2°p cross 
sections are much lower in the resonance regions than 
the elastic scattering effective cross section, we assume 
I' tot"' I'ee = l"n and use formulae (4) and (5) as for the 
purely elastic scattering resonance cross section. 

The determination of the spins and parities of resonan
ces possibly observed in this experiment, reduces to the 
spin-parity analysis for bosons decaying into spin 

- 1/2 pairs /s/ . 

The condition that the spin and parity of the Ap -system 
be uniquely determined are that some spin-correlation 
terms in the full triple angular distribution are measured . 

If the spin projections of A -hyperons and protons are 
not measured, the spin and parity of the Ap -system, 
ca11not. in general, be fixed. 

These conditions could not be fulfilled in this experi
ment. 

Only the components of the average polarization of 
A -hyperons, presumed to be daughters of a Ap-system 
along the beam direction - P z , normal to the Ap -
production plane - P Y and normal to both these directions 
- P x , have been measured . 

In the lower part of fig. 1 one can see that all three 
components within the limits of errors are zero. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The inclusive Ap effective mass spectrum from the 
interactions of 7 GeV jc average momentum neutrons with 
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carbon nuclei has been investigated. Four enhancements. 
have been discovered in it. 

The comparison of physical and experimental condi
tions at which these peaks have been observed in this 
and other experiments /l- 3/, suggests that they should 
be the manifestations of peculiarities of the Ap elastic 
scattering· and AI- and IA -conversion effective cross 
sections. 

To analyze this hypothesis, a model of creation and 
interactions of A - and I -hyperons in carbon nuclei, 
bombarded with 7 GeVjc average momentum neutrons, 
has been developed. 

The model is based on impulse approximation. 
1. The analysis, performed in the frame of this model, 

permitted us to sucessfully describe not only the Ap ef
fective mass spectrum with its enhancements, i.e., the 
results of the Ap enhancement production experiment 
but also the behaviour of the Ap elastic scattering effective 
cross section in the A -hyperon relative momentum inter
val PA == (0.1 - 2.0) GeVjc, i.e., the results of the Ap 
enhancement formation experiments. This is demonstra
ted in jigs. 1,2,31and 5. 

2. The peak near the Ap threshold is due to the 
negative sign Ap scattering length effect at low energy. 
The negative scattering length excludes the possibility 
of the existence of (Ap) bound states. The unsuccessful 
up to now search for the A -hyperdeuteron confirms this 
result. 

3. The peaks at 2127 MeVjc 2 and 2257 MeVjc 2 are 
due to the Ap elastic narrow. resonances at 620 and 
1120 MeVjc of relative A -hyperon momenta, respecti
vely (figs. 2 and 5). 

4. The enhancement near 21S4 MeVjc 2 is of kine
matical origin and is due to the two-step process n 12 c-+ 

-+ (IN> -1 (Anything), IN -+ Ap (figs. 3 and 6). 
5. The average range of the Ap interaction forces 

is about 0.66 fm. 
6. The components of the average polarization of A -

hyperons, presumed to be daughters of Ap -systems along 
the beam direction - P z , normal to the Ap -production 
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plane - P v and normal to both these directions -- P x , are 
zero within the limits of errors (lower part of fig. 1). 

7. It is shown that all these results are very stable 
with respect to considerable changes of the \p and 
IN - c. m. s. angular distributions used to model various 
processes. 

The neglect of interference terms in the expressions 
for the \p scattering effective cross section, as well as 
the assumption !' 101 I' ,.f ·· f' H and the use of isolated 
resonance approximation, are justified due to the narrow
ness of the resonance widths and the total precision of this 
experiment. 

8. It is shown that light nuclei, carbon nucleus at 
least, could be used as high density nucleon targets to 
study low energy scattering of unstable particles on nuc
leons in the absence of monoenergetic beams of such 
particles. 

9. In heavy nuclei one should expect smoothing down, 
even disappearing of peaks due to the higher probabili
ties of intranuclear rescattering of hyperons and protons. 

10. The effective cross sections of the observed .\p 
r~onances have been estimated: o eP ((-)20) - 12.8 mb, 
a\ (1120) ·· 5.61 mb. \p 

' Pll. According to our analysis, a part of protons from 
the events contributing to the experimental i\p effective 
mass spectrum, in hyperon-nucleon interactions should 
arise. 

The kinematics of these protons, though produced 
independently of 1311 lambdas (see 2.1), is different 
from that of protons of genuine nuclear cascade proces
ses. This means that the form of the background (1) 
differs from the genuine background formed of lambdas 
and protons, created in nuclear cascade processes and 
having never interacted with each other, due to this 
cause as well. 

But this difference cannot, of course, compensate the 
large difference between the slowly varying background 
(1) and the peaks arisen in 't \-interactions, especially 
in Ap elastic scattering. 

Thus at given total precision of the experiment the 
form of the background (1) in some extent is not critical. 
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This has made it possible to obtain self-consistent 
results. 

The authors express their deep gratitude to Prof. 
A.M.Baldin for his continuous interest and the support 
of this work. 
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